Berkeley-Haas Networking Ecosystem

1. LinkedIn
   • Alumni Tool
     A superior search tool, especially useful when searching for Berkeley-Haas Alumni contacts within a company, industry, or specific geography.

     More Information: haas.berkeley.edu/alumni/connections
     Questions: alumni@haas.berkeley.edu

   • Berkeley-Haas Affinity Groups
     Provides opportunities to connect with Berkeley-Haas alumni and students who share a range of interests.

     More Information: haas.berkeley.edu/alumni/connections
     Questions: alumni@haas.berkeley.edu

2. @cal
   Your password protected UC Berkeley Alumni Directory is a perfect resource for contact information - especially email addresses - of Haas students and alumni, so that you can connect with your Berkeley-Haas network directly.

   More Information: www.cal.berkeley.edu
   Questions: alumni@haas.berkeley.edu

3. MBA CareerNet
   CareerNet is your student and alumni portal to all Career Management Group hosted activities. Sign up for advising sessions, register for workshops, manage your on-campus interviews, and access the Haas job board.

   More Information: careernet.haas.berkeley.edu
   Questions: careers@haas.berkeley.edu

4. MBA CareerConnect
   A Berkeley-Haas specific tool that allows you to connect with your Berkeley-Haas Alumni Network for valuable industry insights and advice, coaching and interview prep. Haas Alumni listed in CareerConnect have volunteered to assist Haas MBA students as they build their network.

   More Information: berkeleyhaas.firsthand.co
   Questions: careers@haas.berkeley.edu